The Trial

ts fascinating to see the divergent reviews
that this book generates; for my part, I
couldnt put it down. The book creates a
world and atmosphere in which you
become completely engrossed - it is a
disturbing place to be. The story follows
Joseph K while he is on trial by a
seemingly arbitrary court system. What
starts out feeling like a cautionary tale
about misplaced and abused power quickly
gets stranger and morphs into a story of a
deeper and more personal trial. Before
long, you notice that K is the one who
seems to be doing the work of trying
himself. I was left thinking for a long time
about the meaning behind the story and a
lot of its symbols and components - I dont
consider the fact that I still had questions to
be a bad thing. On the contrary, this one
left me feeling strangely energized. (
Amazon customer)
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